
NeXus
NeXus is developed as an international standard by scientists and programmers 

representing major scientific facilities in Europe, Asia, Australia, and North America in order 

to facilitate greater cooperation in the analysis and visualization of neutron, x-ray, and muon 

data.

https://www.nexusformat.org/


What is NeXus?

The NeXus data format has four components:
A set of design principles

to help people understand what is in the data files.
A set of data storage objects

(Base Class Definitions and Application Definitions) to allow the development of portable analysis 
software.

A set of subroutines
(Utilities and examples) to make it easy to read and write NeXus data files.

A Scientific Community
to provide the scientific data, advice, and continued involvement with the NeXus standard. 
NeXus provides a forum for the scientific community to exchange ideas in data storage.

https://manual.nexusformat.org/introduction.html#introduction-designprinciples
https://manual.nexusformat.org/introduction.html#introduction-datastorageobjects
https://manual.nexusformat.org/classes/base_classes/index.html#base-class-definitions
https://manual.nexusformat.org/classes/applications/index.html#application-definitions
https://manual.nexusformat.org/introduction.html#introduction-setofsubroutines
https://manual.nexusformat.org/utilities.html#utilities
https://manual.nexusformat.org/examples/index.html#examples
https://manual.nexusformat.org/introduction.html#introduction-community


A Set of Design Principles

NeXus data files contain four types of entity: groups, fields, attributes, and links.
Groups

Groups are like folders that can contain a number of fields and/or other groups.
Fields

Fields can be scalar values or multidimensional arrays of a variety of sizes (1-byte, 2-byte, 4-byte, 
8-byte) and types (characters, integers, floats). Fields are represented as HDF5 datasets.

Attributes
Extra information required to describe a particular group or field, such as the data units, can be 
stored as a data attribute. Attributes can also be given at the file level of an HDF5 file.

Links
Links are used to reference the plottable data from NXdata when the data is provided in other 
groups such as NXmonitor or NXdetector.

https://manual.nexusformat.org/design.html#design-groups
https://manual.nexusformat.org/design.html#design-fields
https://manual.nexusformat.org/design.html#design-attributes
https://manual.nexusformat.org/design.html#design-links


Example of a NeXus Data File

Important Classes

Example structure of a simple data file



Structure of a very simple NeXus Data file

Using Python to write a very simple NeXus
HDF5 Data file



NeXus in FAIRmat



NeXus in FAIRmat



Bluesky/NeXus/HDF5/AreaDetector

• EPICS supports native HDF5 format

• you can write directly from Bluesky to HDF5 (from Jupyter
notebook)

• As a science format NeXus is directly offered and fully 
supported

• https://git.aps.anl.gov/jemian/deployments/tree/093b01ee42e1
b3f6ea89083ce9766b6207f9df9c/BlueSky

https://git.aps.anl.gov/jemian/deployments/tree/093b01ee42e1b3f6ea89083ce9766b6207f9df9c/BlueSky

